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'Celebrities create war... and feel free to do so...'.

Paul,

No Love-letter
I want this letter to be fair, straightforward, conflict-ending,     but I have to say some very nasty things 
about celebrities...  You are one of those....  And I want you to be my man & Lover. 
It will probably be your fans of the Liverpool-concert who shall discover this letter first on the Web... 
followed by Ireland.  NL-celebrities don't want to read it. People used to read my sites, also view this 
Lovers-mood.  Am I wrong?  Am Dutch... and have never been your 'fan'....  

You receive this letter signed by mail. Devil may not manipulate this truth. 

Oké

Do I have to write it?
'You may keep your blood-diamonds & butlers'. 
Both, a disturbance for my thinking- & behavioral-pattern.  
I do want you for the Birds'song, also want you to 'vocalize vulcano's voyage'  together with me. 
Evening Birds...  
 

Here we go
The fact that Jordan issues a warrant against member of NL-parliament Geert Wilders, for war-making 
against Moslims, brings my ICC-lawcase against the NL-supreme court & NL-parliament in a whole new 
perspective.  People can read about ICC on my sites. 

We started of wrongly on my websites; we both have to change immediately. Have been too naïve. 
Political naïvety, is why Gods & Goddesses spindrifted me. 
You live with my choices between war and Love in UK, aware of the choices I made & make in NL. 
Can follow me....  
 
Start 

● You think: 'I make music to collect money for No Landmines.  Brainwash people with vegetarian 
food.  Desiree builds ICC-site & NLF.   When she talks to me, from her sites... this will give her 
some security, because I dó have some authority... ICC has to close her case within a 
reasonable amount of time, now more people are being  informed about this war  in Europe. 
People will start to help D..... She will be rescued... 
Than our work shall fall together on a new set of lines.  We will stop some wars in time...'.

● I think: 'Paul & I discover that we are not being threatened by my work on my sites. 
Good, we continue!   ICC has to admit they have made mistakes over the past year, related to 
my case. Now they have to undo their mistakes and close my law-case against Ku Klux Clan 
Balkenende & Co.  We both shall reduce some serious Slavery, worldwide'.

But
● I have underestimated corruption within ICC,  EU,  UN,  NATO, NGOs & AVOs.

In an early stage I discovered the impact of corruption within the legal-system Haarlem; always 
senced I had to go to ICC, tóó.  But I did underestimate cruelties taking place within ICC itself, 
towards me and the rest of the world.  Recently, we learned 'that EU & UN refuse to investigate 
on crimes against humanity taking place within the Presidency & Office of Prosecutor of ICC'. 
Something is so wrong within UN; Ban Ki-moon ignores highly important files & evidence.  
Its also clear that NGOs & AVOs who can stop this increasing war,  prefer to continue to lie 
about ICC and her acts, for money, journeys, status quo. 
Prefer to lie about the lawless positions of civilians in NL & EU.
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● The fact that Jordan has issued a warrant against of a NL-member of parliament proves to the 
outside world 'that I  have been right about corruption'. 
It proves that NL-politics & government, business & media are too lazy and too unscrupulous  to 
stop wars... and that foreign countries have found  'new methods' to stop dictatorship NL. 

● In the nearby future I expect more foreigners to issue warrants against members of NL-
parliament. When ICC is not trustworthy, foreigners can make the NL-parliament 'shut up' by 
taking away their journeys abroad.  Jordan can have Wilders arrested as soon as he leaves NL 
and travels to a country willing to hand over Wilders to Jordan. 
Jordian  Queen Noor does resident  in England...? Wilders can't even fly to London anymore. 
Good. I mean: see the shitt I live in. Who can cope with it? I can't, despite my intelligence...!

● Thus: 
○ Foreign private organisations - fed up with parliaments, NGOs, AVOs...- have found a new 

way to bring  (NL-)politicians & others to court for misconduct in every country, worldwide. 
They simply pass local Supreme courts, ICC & ICJ.

○ Foreign parliaments & -businesses can continue to close deals with EU & UN as usual, 
supported by this new blackmail-factor with warrants against individual politicians.

○ Your fantasy about a treaty in favour of No Landmines has turned into a soap-bubble this 
week. I told you before: 'a treaty against clusterbombs is illusive, not effective'.  
EU-judges refuse to use treaties in their verdicts. EU-supreme courts throw files away of 
simple civilians who want to bring members of parliament to trail for misconduct. Treaties 
are completely useless in the EU-legal-system.    

○ ICC is a 100 million European lobby- &  assasination-centre. 
○ Oei, oei, oei, oei..., oei...  Are you here? Too much music in your head.  Need a woman.
○ You & me shall not fall together automatically. Stop dreaming, become down to Earth.  

Me
You can rescue Me.    Buy me, as your Slave-woman.  

● Unfortunately I can only be rescued by politicians from outside EU.  But they invest their time in 
refining blackmail-strategies to make EU & UN obey them, hoping ICC will close my case 
anyway. 

● ICC won't!  They are the most powerful politicians on Earth, not prepared to admit mistakes, 
change policies for peace,  not prepared to give children & young adults a better life. 
Only care about themselves: status quo & income. 

You
There is no nice way to put it.  You have 2 choices:

1. You continue on the path taken. Being a celebrity,  you make music and give fooks a good time 
while you collect money for NGOs.  No Landmines?  You watch me writing on my sites.  
Staying reckless of consequences.        
If this is what you want,  you protect war-makers and turn yourself into a war-maker too. 
Give white-collar-criminals 'a good time with a concert'  knowing they use you    and your 
money as a cover.  And worse..., you turn victums into ghosts who can never leave combat, 
because they are kept hostage in the invisable atmosphere, in a lawless life. 
You turn me into a ghost, tóó.   Make me live in war; hate you for it. ICC will Love you for that!  

NL-politics & legal-system will appreciate it very much if you assist them in the destruction of 
my body, soul & spirit! 

So, we do have a bit of a problem here...
More countries, NGOs, AVOs  and others will turn to you for concerts after reading my sites. 

Those people don't ask me:
'Desiree. what do you need to survive ICC?  How can we contribute to peace? What can we give 
you, how can we work together?' 
Nóóóóó,  they just want to be related to famous Paul mcCartney, who will be related to the 
famous Desiree Stokkel-to-be...

Yes, I know... When I survive ICC  I shall be famous. Have 1 million euro on my bankaccount. 
Be Loved by the community.  Shall write history together with you on my sites... It will only be 
history when you become down to Earth.  What  kind of history will that be?
'You make more money out of me with you concerts, while I suffer more for indefinite times? 
You increase Slavery,  while I try to remove it? Or, will ICC become a fair court of law, after all?'



○ Pychopatic powerful people enjoy to watch us on the Web. 
'What kind of relationship do P & D have?  What will Paul mcCartney do for D.?  
Shall he rescue her... or will he help ICC to exhaust the woman, so she will die before justice 
can be done?'       Within EU, UN &  ICC they work like this: 
'Soon, we know if Paul is smart enough to make us work as we should.... 
Will he address  ICC and others, in order to make us change our behavior?  
Will he be able to create some peace, while we sabotage him...and D...?'

○ Meantime,   kids on planet Earth will be forced to start or continue life in hel.  
Simply, because readers & powerful people don't want to get involved in dirty EQ-job 
inherent to ICC.  They are not personally damaged  by crimes against humanity,  so they 
won't help me  - or you -  to cleanse ICC... Unless you make them assist us. 

Don't kill the one you Love most,  first...

2. You can't rescue me from ICC by living the celebrity-life you are used to live. 
Can't make people move on from self-defence with landmines into peace-building with 
economics, when you continue to work from war yourself.  Can't turn people into vegetarians as 
long as you don't acknowledge poverty & lawless-lives in Europe... and the consequences of it. 

You  have to leave the 'Old-fashion-system of NGOs, AVOs, politics & media' instantly,  for a 
fresh jump into New NLF-NGOs.  You have to build a New NLF-NGO yourself,  together with 
people who have proved that they are NLF-builders too.  Show & share courage.
Meaning: 
'You take sides for victums, give them a good time with you music & money. Make them visable 
and help them build NLFs, educate them to become social intelligent and self-supporting in war. 
Lawbooks & treaties.   Because you  jump from crime into NLF yourself, you give victums a 
chance to learn from your talents & tools..., so they can jump from war into Love, too'.  
Not painless, but you don't kill the people who you want to rescue.... 

You Love Me.

Two of Us
Said it before: 
'G & G match spirits, souls & bodies that can actually bring Earth into the future'. 
I'm in your life to help you build the EQ-mega-structure needed on Earth for Young-adults. 
All-in-one-Love for the Holy Queen Sea... and a few billion  kids... demands evolution of EQ... 

I need you because you are older, male, loaded with connections and... 
... I want to live & die with you on the Cloud of Self-consious...  Intercontinental talks where with us for 
a few months - now it drifts away - because  'we don't live life as we are supposed to live it together on 
command of G & G'.  Do mis it,  flows we had.   As if part of normal life was given to me and taken away 
again... A painful lesson to learn here.  We waste time & energy on the Devils'-track.    
'You & I have a time-limited assignment, on the proficiency-level for Love.  Successful, if we make the 
right choices in time'.

You marriage with Linda was build in Love. Gods & Goddesses made you marry Heather in recklessness, 
for their plans with planet Earth. A long time ago you decided for yourself:'I want to live in truth', so be 
it... Yourself has to evolute in truth.  While married to recklessness, you senced courage in the future. 
An here I am, courage... I am a quick thinker, intercontinental. Truthful.  Still a little to quick for you.
Have to forget it, have more important emotions to accomplish.   Indeed! You have to share live with 
me on the intercontinental timeline, from Earth to Nasa's brilliant star.  Universe is with us, you can get 
all answers needed just by asking... If you want Love, Love is ready to be manufactured and to be 
brought into practise. Want doubt? You get doubt to reassure the Devil... Need war? Never change, wars 
will be yours 24 hrs per day.      

Where is your fine line between recklessness & courage located, for Love-making?
 
Both emotions - recklessness & courage - are touchable, visable, enjoyable - if you make them to. 
Men have learned to jump from hel into heaven, for profits. Instant happiness.
In your world EQ-moods are bordered by a fine line, supported by the fact that you have means/ assets 
and don't need  to think about  'things & thoughts'  you mis for a comfortable lifestyle.
Can even buy people....  



No need in your life to explore boundaries; a boundary can be as width as G & G want it to be.
They give measurements you can't imagine. You are not being pushed to move on  to courage, until the 
day I entered your life! Malpractice between You & me.  Not that I blame you, but we have to face up to 
some differences between us.... ICC. 

You want to feel courage -  in your skeleton -  but have no idea how to reach that personal goal for life. 
Could have called me and asked: 'D. how do I get the emotion of courage in my body & soul?'
I would have programmed you, straightforward. Thats my thing. You play the piano, I  instruct.
Until the moment you get me out of ICC-prison...and we can build NLF together. 

Due to this fine line, you believe you give me your Love on my websites. Truth will come out, according 
to your EQ-maths with moods. We shall fall together, happy for ever.... 
Paul, what are you thinking?  Times have changed this week. 
Nóóóó...,  we won't survive in a healty social strong way.  Because you are not being courageous in your 
relationship with Gods & Goddesses. They want you to live up to your authority = create the Celebrity of 
the Future.  Today, you are not getting the best out of yourself, on the level of Love-making.  
Glued to you present celebrity-life you are about to make some painful mistakes, which will hunt you for 
the rest of your life as a father of a young daughter... and man...    

Love..., where's your coördinate for Love? Any anchors?  Music..., from war or Love...?  

I have to life up to my authority too, have to demand more from people. Make them accept my social 
intelligence. Thinking about it, makes me difficult to live with. Start to hate people. Don't want to make 
people accept my intelligence; want them to accept is voluntary. Refusal, because they want war.   
Gods & Goddesses won't  give me all details:  
'We are working on it.   You do have the power to use words.   All answers are already inside 
yourself..... You know how to move from weakness into strength.... Bla, bla bla, bla bla....
Do you use your sword for Love or do you use it against yourself?'  

Know for sure I have to write this shitt-letter.... Programm your DNA.      
Have to  finish NLF - for kids - but I can only be successful when you take up your talents & tools.

You & I are a Go-betweens  on the Universal-road from Earth to Nasa's Brilliant star.  
You must have asked the Galaxy for me.  Why do you keep this away from me? I can guess...
Holy Queen Sea.

Gods & Goddesses taught me - as survival-strategy -  to separate Hatred form Love. To create 
boundaries for peace. Between facts, thoughts, acts, wishes & future. 
G & G gave me timelines to work with. Quick time, hours glasses, intercontinental time... 

● Quick time is the neurotic war-life and battles against war, we live.  
● Intercontinental time is    life as we are supposed to live it,    possible if we would invest more 

time & energy in the making of this life. 
● Hour-glasses...? Saturday, 11 july 2009, 12.00 hours. 

Paul mcCartney, we are supposed to prove to the world that its possible to jump from quick time into 
intercontinental time... and to start 'to live life as we are supposed to live it'! 

Oh... , you think:'I said it all the time, we have to jump from recklessness into courage'!
Is this true?  Tell me, why aren't you jumping, today?
All the time we are not together building NLF, is a waste of life. 
Being a pioneer is not what I want to be, but I have to be realistic. I already am a pioneer, so are you.... 
We only need to become a little more professional, on larger scales. 
As large as   the impact of ICC,   for example.  Shitt. 
 
It does require some self-esteem, self-confidence and all those others self- EQs... Accept self-pitty. 
As soon as  we want to live the healty strong life without wars, we can jump into it... and actually make 
it...  We are both, strong enough to stick to our individual truth, while going through evolution for Love. 

Political naivety brought us in Love, war       and now we have to refined Love again.... 
It feels shitt. We don't do the talks that makes us feel good about each other, we are fighting against 
war. I live in war, you have your butler.

Two of Us on my sites started of right, but war has taken over. 
I want you for Love, not for combat.
I need you. This time I'm not strong enough to do it all by myself. 
And even our movements together are limited...... 



'Limited by Gods  & Goddesses'?
A higher source of social intelligence can see what is about to take place on Earth in the Galaxy. 
They have choosen us to make a few changes for the better. Myself & Yourself are deeply in Love with 
each other - probably since 1984 - , but 'damaging differences'  keep us living apart. 
We are meant to be together, but we do have to change a system.  
When we fail, our young children will spend their whole live fighting for basic needs - fighting against 
unnecessary wars - inflicted upon us by present politics, business, fake lifestyles...  and trillions of 
money wasted on these wars... 
For our children     shelter, food, infrastructure, education and even Love can not be taken for granted.
Mother Nature is in charge of Earth, even around the  corner: heavy rains in UK, dryness in Spain, 
melting gletsjers in the Alpes, missing trees in Siberia.... litter on the streets in Italy...homeless in 
USA... Nature in NL?   The peoples'  intelligence is a natural disaster, overhere.  
Obviously,  I am called to stop  serial-killers working in the NL-legal-system, from legal advisor to ICC-
prosecutor.  Hate it, every second of it. 

How many elements do you need for the Two of Us?
Its Nature in our bodies, that limits us.
I didn't tell you 'but butlers freak me out'. Elements of Nature talk to me.
My 50% robot son,  has a room that talks to me. I can see by the things in his room, whats on his mind.
Can count virusses & bacteria. 'Know when he has forgotten to eat', for example...or when he can't cope 
with emotions.  Imagion: a butler in my house, cleaning up after my robot.  I'll  loose my powers as a 
mother.... Artificial rituals bore me to death, make me stupid.  Psychopatic rituals cut like a knife, 
learned to work with it. Don't want it, but someone calls it 'destiny'. 
And you?  Where are you?  On my sets of lines,  between recklessness & courage.
I'm waiting for you, ready  to outline what to do when you want courage.  
While you are waiting for a miracle to pop up on your cleaned desk, I walk into your 1 rigid  line.
Trying to be patient enough, give you time to learn about different lines,  twist & twine lines...   
How long will it take before you comprehend what you have to do?    

We have fallen back into Slavery-history: modern slavery is growing now people are too lazy to work 
with lawbooks to stop misconduct. 
Destiny, wishdom, talent, tools want to be upgrades by the Universal powers.  
Needed. 'A social-thinking & social-behaving  wealthy man wants  to buy a woman Slave free    from hel 
and give her a new  life'.  
You have to invest in a new life for me and my children - far away from my status quo as wellfare 
mother in rich  Bloemendaal & ICC - so we can build NLF together from Love.  
You have to pay for my new life,  forget you have payed for me. Help me create my individual money-
makers-system,  so I can pay you back one day.   We have to update history on Slavery with today's 
legal facts. Cut away psychoses.  Prove to the world that war  is something people choose to have. 

 And...Love me. You know what I want. 

EQ-mega-structure
Writing the book 'NLF 50 Love-questions'  shall only give us pleasure and can only be effective when we 
both take up our Universal-commitment.
You have to redirect your personal behavior towards Me and other victums - and life up to the authority 
given to you by G & G on this coördinate -. Change the life-style of celebrities, politics & media. 

Celebrities of the future
Jami Oliver is a good example of how celebrities 'must' behave.
Years ago he was angry with former President Bill Clinton. Clinton agreed with a diner-menu.  When he 
arrived he suddenly reported:'I want a Holywood -beach-diet'. Jami walked away because Clinton 
wasted 2 weeks of labour & food. This is fair!  He works from equity & equality. 
Jami is not only angry when teen-agers waste his investment -  by not showing up in time for study & 
work -, he's also angry at a President with too much megalomania. And he broadcasted the whole show!
 
Key: Jami has talent & tools. He's not afraid to loose his sence of dignity, because he has a job to do.

Needed behavior of celebrities:
● Some sence of self-esteem: intellect, consious, dignity, modesty, integrity, honesty 
● New social intelligence related to Fair Trade & Eko must be implemented on a daily basis. 

Within 10 years Earth has to be 100% Fair trade & Eko. 
I don't mind celebrities spending 75.000 dollars on duvets for a kingsize bed,  as long as its Fair 
trade & Eko.... 
What  I do mind is the attitude towards make-up!  Make-up has to be colloured with minerals for 
the elite, without any questions asked related to plunder & slavery. Brain-pollution. 



● Celebrities who are embassadors  or money-makers for NGOs,   have to set boundaries to 
corruption, lawless-lives & demand trustworthy court of laws. Demand lawcases against 
members of parliament  and public servants in case of misconduct in every country.   

● Have to acknowledge victums as human bodies with a timeline given to them for evolution. 
They must help victums to become stronger, in stead of promoting the Institutions like NGOs, 
AVOs, EU, UN, NATO...enzovoorts...

● Media? When reporters and others refuse to become more fair & professional, celebrities have to 
intensify their activities on websites.. Together with victums. 

● Websites have to be used for distribution of knowledge - not public relations & propaganda -, 
therefore the building of NLFs must be published online.

What do I need for EQ-building from you? 
● I want you to buy me. Make a fool out of ICC.  
● Want you on my sets of lines....Its not complicated at all. You are just being scared for fiasco's.
● Danger?   There is no terrorism in NL. In NL organisations who are responsible for national 

security - and some celebrities -  make up stories, because they want to keep their powerful job 
& comfortable income.  Or need negative attention. 
When you continue to ignore me 'officially' - just like ICC does - you only reward criminals in my 
life. My ICC-case  will never be closed,  because people involved  will intensify psychopatic 
rituals'. They will start to torture you too. 

● I want to be mother of the Holy Queen Sea. One spirit is missing in my home.

When people invite you for concerts, you have to ask them to rescue me and help me purify ICC. 
They have to start to work with me together in equity & equality. It hurts me badly, when people handle 
me like ICC does on the Web = not acknowledge me as a human being on Earth. 

Now you may go on a holiday.  Truth brings victory. 
With greetings from Gods & Goddesses.  

What was on your mind when you asked the Universe for Me?

Desiree

  


